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Dear Reader,

Carrying more than 95% of voice and data traffic around the world, the role of 
the undersea network has evolved from transatlantic telegraph transmissions in 
the 19th century to mission critical infrastructure supporting today?s global 
economy.

Recent years have seen the influx of new cable builds, new business models and 
new players as demand patterns shift from providing basic Internet connectivity 
to connecting data centres and bringing content and applications closer to the 
user. With bandwidth demand growing at an annual rate of 45%, the subsea 
cable industry outlook remains bright, as cable owners and operators focus on 
improving network resiliency and extending route diversity.

As organisers of Submarine Networks World, we?ve had front-row seats to this 
transition and as the industry looks set to embark on an era of change, we 
couldn?t be more excited to be part of the ride.

Following our 20th anniversary edition in 2017, we?ve put together a special 
report showcasing some of the latest and most exciting cable projects taking 
place around the world. From the Transpacific to the Arctic, and shorter, regional 
routes to routes traversing seventeen countries, get first-hand insights from the 
cable project owners/operators on market demand, project challenges and how 
these cables systems will underpin global economic growth for the next decade 
and beyond.

If you?d like to meet these cable owners and operators together with other 
leaders from the industry, you should join us at Submarine Networks World 
2018, which takes place 24 ? 26 September in Singapore. Firmly established as 
the must-attend annual meeting for industry players from all around the world, 
preparations are already underway for another year of inspiring ideas, extensive 
networking and lively debates, with a conference programme covering key 
industry issues ranging from New Demand Drivers to Marine Operations, as well 
as a brand new Innovation Zone featuring presentations on the latest R&D 
projects,

If, after reading this report, you?re excited as we are on the future of the industry, 
then you should definitely join us come September 2018.

We look forward to meeting you in Singapore and in the meantime, enjoy the 
read!

Warmest Regards,

The Submarine Networks World team



ULTRA-LOW 
LATENCY 
IN THE 
ATLANTIC 

The hurricanes that 

battered the Caribbean 

and US East Coast over 

the late summer caused 

no damage to Seaborn 

Networks? recently 

completed Seabras-1 

cable.

But then Seaborn?s 

express route was never 

designed to be a littoral 

type cable with multiple 

landing spots along the 

way. The Seabras-1 cable 

was designed 

deliberately to bypass the 

Caribbean islands, and 

instead offer ultra-low 

latency of around 106 

miliseconds rountrip on 

one of the 

fastest-growing 

transoceanic routes in 

the world, between  Sao 

Paulo in Brazil to New 

York City, in the United 

States. 

So busy is the Brazil-US 

route in fact that existing 

subsea cables between 

these two countries carry 

approximately 65% of all 

internet, data, and voice 

traffic as between the 

whole of Latin America 

and the rest of the world. 

Given then the huge 

opportunities such a 

cable offers, it is no 

surprise Seaborn has 

attracted widespread 

interest from other 

parties keen to own 

capacity on the cable, 

including from Microsoft, 

Telecom Italia Sparkle 

and Tata 

Communications.

The cable route also 

offers a number of other 

advantages besides 

commercial interest, for 

example the fewer 

system elements that will 

be necessary to maintain, 

thereby reducing the 

probability of system 

failure. Competing 

routes, Seaborn claims, 

have more than 2.3 times 

the number of active 

elements in delivering a 

single wavelength 

service. 

Furthermore, landing into 

New York opens up  
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 access to the major 

hubs of Virginia, 

Maryland, North 

Carolina, and 

Washington D.C., as 

compared with Miami, 

where most East-Coast 

cables land in the US. 

Of particular note, 

Seabras-1 offers the 

shortest route between 

Sao Paulo and Ashburn 

(Virginia); and the 

distance from Seaborn?s 

landing in New Jersey is 

the same distance as a 

landing in Virginia 

Beach. 

Landing in New York 

also gives access to an 

international gateway to 

Europe, the Middle East 

and Africa via 

trans-Atlantic cables, and 

enables high-speed 

routes to the West coast 

of the US to connect to 

Asia via trans-Pacific 

cables. New York does 

also offer of course  

diversity away from 

Miami, a need which has 

been thrown into stark 

light over the course of 

the recent hurricane 

season. 

Brazil, meanwhile, is not 

only home to Latin 

America?s prime 

economic city. The 

country is the main driver 

of growth in data 

consumption in Latin 

America, and amongst 

the leading nations in the 

world. 

To ensure the Seabras-1 

cable remains 

competitive for the 

forseeable future, 

Seaborn have gone to 

great lengths to utilise 

the best available 

technology. Working 

alongside Infinera, 

Seaborn have enabled up 

to 50 percent more 

capacity on one of their 

fiber pairs through 

systems such as Nyquist 

sub-carriers and SD-FEC 

gain sharing. 

Keen to follow up on 

their success in delivering 

Seabras-1, Seaborn have 

now moved onto 

developing two 

secondary subsea cables. 

The first, ARBR - a 

four-fiber pair 48 Tbps 

cable, will stretch 

2,000km from Buenos 

Aires to Sao Paolo from 

where it will integrate 

with Seabras-1   
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ARBR & SABR

By linking into the Seabras-1 network, 

Argentina stands to benefit a great deal with 

the addition of this cable. It will be the first 

independently operated & locally owned 

(Seaborn is developing the cable along with 

Grupo Werthein of Argentina) transoceanic 

submarine cable system to connect 

Argentina to the rest of the world. ARBR + 

Seabras-1 will also provide the first 

transoceanic solution for Argentina to be 

built in 16 years. And, given the few 

intervening stops, Argentina will benefit from 

much higher levels of reliability and lower 

latency than to which it has been 

accustomed. 

A second, SABR ? a two-fiber pair cable, will 

cover the approximately 5,000km distance 

between Seabras-1 and Cape Town, South 

Africa, with expected branches to Saint 

Helena and Ascension Island. 

We wish Seaborn all the best with these two 

follow on projects, and hope their success 

can emulate that of Seabras-1. 
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with pt tel in

P.T Telekommunikasi 

International (TELIN), the 

Indonesian Telecom 

operator, is now busy 

developing the Indonesia 

Global Gateway (IGG), a 

trans-archipelago cable 

that will traverse an 

east-west path linking the 

islands of Sumatra, 

Batam, Borneo, Java, Bali, 

Sulawesi and also 

Singapore. Once 

completed in early-2018 

the cable system will not 

only enhance 

connectivity amongst the 

major cities of Indonesia, 

but will also provide 

direct connectivity with 

two international 

submarine cables, 

SEA-ME-WE 5 from 

Europe which lands in 

Dumai, and SEA-US from 

the West Coast of the 

U.S., and which 

terminates in Manado. 

The cable follows a 100 

Gigabit per second 

(Gbps) x 80 wavelengths 

(wl) x 4 fiber pairs (fp) 

design, and measures 

approximately 5,300 

kilometers in length.  

For the project Telin will 

be partnering with NEC, a 

business which has  a 

good track record of 

working in the region, 

having helped to lay their 

first cable here back in 

1991, and more recently 

having been involved in 

the recent Papua Cable 

System (SMPCS).  

We spoke briefly with Edi 

Siswanto, Vice President 

of Infrastructure Planning 

and Development at 

Telin, who told us a litt le 

more about the 

challenges the cable 

might encounter. Since 

the cable traverses a 

region that not only has 

IGG

At Submarine Networks 
World we caught up with Telin  
to understand more about 
their latest project to link all 
the main cities of Indonesia 
with a single subsea cable 
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A m ap o f the proposed route

Edi Siswanto is the Vice 
President of Infrastructure and 
Planning Development at Telin

significant fishing, but is also 

prone to volcanic activity 

and earthquakes, it has thus 

been considered necessary 

to bury almost 60% of the 

route. This, Siswanto shares, 

should provide the 

necessary protection to 

ensure reliable service 

across the archipelago. 

The project is expected to be 

completed by 2018. We look 

forward in the meantime to 

hearing more updates. 

THE CABLE TRAVERSES 
A REGION THAT NOT 
ONLY HAS SIGNIFICANT 
FISHING, BUT  IS ALSO 
PRONE TO VOLCANIC & 
EARTHQUAKE ACTIVITY

"

"
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Aside from speaking with the cable 

owners and operators at 

Submarine Networks World 2017, 

we also spoke with Greg Laverty, 

Director of Economic Development 

and Major Projects at the Sunshine 

Coast Regional Council in Australia. 

He spoke with us about their 

efforts to attract cable systems to 

land in Southern Queensland, a 

venture which has the backing of a 

wide cross-section of support 

throughout Australian Government 

circles, including that of the Prime 

Minister. 

Asked why there was such 

overwhelming support, Greg told 

us there is desperate need right 

now for landing diversity in 

Australia. There are currently five 

international submarine cables 

providing international connectivity 

into the country, four of which land 

in Sydney and one in Perth. Given 

the close proximity of the four 

cables in Sydney, there are 

significant risks for Australia?s 

international communications and 

data centre capacity should any of 

them be threatened. Adding an 

additional cable into the Sunshine 

Coast would then provide much 

greater resilience for all Australians 

it is felt. 

There are good economic reasons 

why this part of Australia makes the 

most sense to land another cable. 

For starters, the location is 1000km 
10
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local businesses and other major 

users of broadband.  Benefits to 

these organisations will include 

access to cheaper backhaul with 

a local data centre alleviating the 

need for cloud storage in Sydney. 

For the Sunshine Coast 

University hospital, the cable 

opens up the opportunity for the 

hospital to engage in high speed 

and large capacity exchange of 

data with international hospitals, 

universities and research 

facilit ies. Likewise, for the 

Sunshine Coast University the 

cable opens up the opportunity 

to expand the array of courses 

available and to connect with 

international universities and 

research facilit ies. 

Enhanced internet access will 

also go a long way to supporting 

the efforts to develop 

Maroochydore City Centre on the 

Sunshine Coast into a Smart City. 

The Regional Council hope that 

by December they will be in 

serious conversation with 

tendered bids and that by 2020 

a cable system can be built. 

Let?s hope all goes well for what 

looks to be a win-win project for 

everyone involved.  

closer to the US than Sydney.

The area is demonstrating 

healthy economic growth, and 

could no doubt benefit further 

from enhanced connectivity. 

Gross Regional Product is more 

than $17 billion and is forecast 

to grow to $33 billion by 2033, 

whilst the 4.09% average annual 

growth is higher than Australia?s 

average annual growth rate of 

3.04%. 

The Sunshine Coast Regional 

Council are also well aware of 

the economic benefits a cable 

could bring to the region. It is 

estimated that the proposed 

submarine cable and associated 

facilit ies will deliver up to: AUD 

900 million+ annually to the 

Queensland economy and a 

further AUD 30 - 40 million of 

cost savings of international 

backhaul to Sydney. 

It is unsurprising therefore that 

the project is receiving 

substantial interest also from 11

Welcome to

Greg Laverty is Director of the 
Economic Development and Major 
Projects Department at Sunshine 
Coast Council. Greg's role focuses 
on continued economic 
development for the Sunshine 
Coast region. His portfolio extends 
to responsibility for Council?s 
commercial entities and the 
organisation?s internal and external 
communications.

A recently completed solar farm in the region will provide clean and low-cost energy  for any potential new data centre



THE
BREXIT-1
CABLE
An interview with Sunil Tagare

Q. Sunil, what  is t he 

rat ionale for  t h is cable 

syst em ? 

A. Brexit-1 will be the 

lowest latency cable from 

New York to Marseille 

which means connecting 

the stock markets in New 

York to those in 

Singapore, Mumbai and 

Dubai.  This cable will be 

a connectivity cable -- 

connecting two dozen 

cables in Marseille from 

East Africa, Asia and the 

Middle East and also 

connecting in Lisbon to 

countries of West Africa 

to the United States 

without going through 

London. 

Q. What  is t he rat ionale 

behind bypassing t he 

UK? 

A. At a time of chaos 

around Brexit, we believe 

it is virtually impossible 

to know how the 

situation will shake out 

over the next few years. 

The best bet right now, is 

to avoid UK completely 

and go directly to New 

York. 

Q. Can you give som e 

insight s int o t he design 

of  t he cable project ? 

A. The cable will be a 

4-fiber cable and initial 

capacity will be around 

20 Tbps. The cable will be 

a power feed equipment 

(PFE) to PFE cable 

thereby enabling 

customers to upgrade to 

any technology at their 

own choosing. 

Q. Are t here plans for  

ext ensions and/or  

addit ional landing 

point s in t he near  

Earlier this year Sunil 
Tagare, Founder & CEO of 
OpenCables Inc, announced 
plans for a Brexit cable: a 
cable that will traverse the 
Atlantic from New York to 
Marseille, bypassing the 
United Kingdom. Is this 
another missed business 
opportunity for Britain in a 
time of political chaos, or 
were there more practical 
reasons behind its routing 
away from London? We 
interviewed Sunil to find out 
more. 
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A. This is the first cable 

to connect Bordeaux to 

New York so there was 

apprehension about the 

route.  Initially we 

wanted to land the 

cable directly in 

Marseille but customers 

wanted to land in 

Bordeaux for latency 

reasons. 

Q. How is t he cable 

equipped t o m eet  t he 

physical challenges 

(e.g. pot ent ial cable 

cut s caused by 

com pet it ive seabed 

users or  

environm ent al 

t hreat s) faced by 

subm ar ine cables? 

We were especially wary 

of plotting a course 

through the Straits of 

Gibraltar, which is a very 

narrow and congested 

channel of water. In the 

end we chose instead to 

bypass this location, and 

so managed to 

significantly reduce risk.  

Q. Who are t he t urnkey 

suppliers involved in 

t h is project ? 

A. We are currently 

talking to ASN and TE 

Subcom regarding the 

supply contract. 13

THE
SING-INDIA-SING 

CABLE

Sunil Tagare is the Chief Executive Officer of 
OpenCables, Inc., a startup focused on building 
submarine cables.
Currently, OpenCables is focused on building 
two cables: Brexit-1 and Sing-India-Sing.

In a nutshell, Brexit-1 is a cable connecting Wall 
Township, NJ in the US to Marseille, France 
through terrestrial cables connecting Bordeaux 
to Marseille.  Sing-India-Sing is a cable 
connecting Singapore to Mumbai.  It will be the 
first cable connecting the two points directly. 

THE SING-INDIA-SING CABLE
In addition to the European-American 
cabling system, Tagare has also recently 
announced a second cable that will connect 
Tuas in Singapore to Mumbai, India. 

Named Sing-India-Sing, the cable will extend 
from the Sify Station in Versova, Mumbai to 
the Equinix data centre in Singapore. There 
will be further branching units available for 
extensions to Sri Lanka, Chennai and 
Thailand. 

The Sing-India-Sing cable will directly serve 
the enterprise customers and ISPs based in 
India to connect to the outside world. 

The system design is based on 18Tbps and is 
a 3 fiber pair cable. 

Tagare has said the cable will only sell full 
fiber pairs and that customers will be able to 

manage their own equipment and upgrade 
as and when they want. 

Asked what motivations lay behind the 
development of this project, Sunil 
responded: ?I am a huge supporter of Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi?s vision of a Digital 
India and my goal is very simple ?  to make 
India one of the most important hubs of 
bandwidth in the world. 



DEEP
BLUE

As with many island regions across 

the globe, the current network of 

subsea cables which connects the 

islands of the Caribbean is 

technologically inferior. There has in 

fact been no new pan-regional 

fiber-optic deployment here in the 

last decade. Compounding this issue, 

some of the region?s primary 

undersea cable links have already 

exceeded their planned technical 

lifespan of 20 years. 

This poor connectivity coupled with a 

market monopolized by a single 

provider results in a high cost for 

capacity: around twelve times more 

expensive than trans-Atlantic 

capacity, six times more expensive 

than trans-Pacific capacity, and two 

and a half times more expensive than 

capacity between the United States 

and Brazil. 

connectivity in the 
Caribbean
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developing support centers in a 

region which is home to many 

multi-lingual citizens. 

Stephen Scott, company CEO of 

Deep Blue, told us the Deep Blue 

Cable will be based on a design of 

two separate 8 fiber pair systems; 

a Western system terminating in 

Naples Florida and an Eastern 

system terminating in Boca Raton.  

Each system will offer an initial 

capacity of 6 Tbps per fibre pair, 

though it is thought this could be 

upgraded to 20 Tbps per fiber pair 

over the life of the system. 

To ensure the cable remains 

competitive for some time, it 

integrates some of the latest 

technology available in the market, 

including ROADM (Remote Optical 

Add Drop Multiplexer) technology, 

which allows better control over a 

system with multiple branches. 

Whereas in the past one would 

have to fully anticipate the capacity 

available to every branch, with 

ROADM technology the capacity 

routed can be varied remotely 

depending on the actual demand. 

This offers the ability to create an 

economy where the maximum 

capacity can be driven through a 

single fiber pair before having to 

light further pairs. Meanwhile, 

SLTE technology from Ciena will 

allow for seamless integration 

between the submarine and 

terrestrial sections of the system.

Although still under development, 

the plans thus far are for a cable 

that spans nearly 12,000 km with 

landing points in 

The new Deep Blue Cable, with 

its high design capacity, low unit 

cost, low latency, and much 

improved reliability is thus going 

to make a huge difference to the 

region, offering competitive 

pricing and resilience through 

alternative supply. Its presence 

should release Caribbean 

island-based companies that are 

locked into decades-old 

agreements with single supplier 

and consortium-model cable 

systems that favour the operator. 

Additionally, the establishment of 

more affordable and reliable 

connectivity throughout the 

Caribbean will be of interest to 

international businesses, which 

might now begin to look more 

seriously at locating offices or 
15



12 markets throughout the 

region, these being the Cayman 

Islands, Curaçao, the Dominican 

Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, Puerto 

Rico, British Virgin Islands, Trinidad 

& Tobago, and Turks & Caicos 

Islands. 

There will also be dual diverse 

landings in the U.S. (including the 

first landing of a cable on the Gulf 

Coast of Florida). In all there are 

more than 40 landings planned in 

the Caribbean, mainland U.S. and 

South America, making this project 

one of the most complex cable 

projects ever undertaken. 

Asked what the main challenges 

have been in the project, Stephen 

told us ?All new submarine cable 

systems, however small, are 

challenging. After all every landing 

and every cable segment should be 

considered a project in its own 

right?. 

The Caribbean is of course also an 

area prone to natural disaster, and 

this does present certain key risks. 

Deep Blue have been mindful of 

this, routing around tectonic fault 

lines to mitigate disruption, and 

also burying more than 50% of the 

cable.  

Critical to managing risk and 

ensuring overall success of the 

project, Stephen continued, ?is 

building a first-class team and a 

great working relationship with our 

construction partner, TE Subcom?. 

To date, Deep Blue has completed 

all terrestrial cable landing surveys 

and planning. A significant amount 

of the permit and license planning 

has also been completed and Deep 

Blue recently incorporated a 

subsidiary in the US to support  

FCC license application.  

The project is intended to be RFS in 

December 2019.  
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Damage caused by recent 
hurr icanes has demonstrated the 
need for  fur ther  infrastructure 
investment, including 
telecommunications.

Stephen Scott has 25 years? 

experience in telecoms and 

related industries including; 

Global Marine Systems, PSiNet 

Europe, Sentrum Data Centres 

and Global Switch.  

Stephen is an honours 

engineering graduate.

 



 Spotlight On: 

 Zenzu 
Submarine

Every industry needs its market disruptors, 

and that of submarine cables is no different. 

In this case it is Zenzu Submarine who bring 

to the table a new and very interesting 

proposition for how cable projects of the 

future may be coordinated and managed.  

Zenzu, headed up by the former Googler, 

Erikas Napjus, present themselves as 

pioneers of a new business model they call 

the Condo-Tenant model. This is a very 

bottom-up approach in which they take no 

ownership of the cable infrastructure, but 

instead convene and coordinate all other 

interested parties. So, they might decide on a 

potential route and then scout out all the 

various parties (or tenants) who may be 

interested to jump on board, bring them 

together and help to forge a deal in which 

members take a stake. For this they charge 

cost price (for the length of cable which is 

utilized), plus 10% as their fee. 

Erikas and the Zenzu team, many of whom 

hail from the OTT world, don?t necessarily see 

themselves as entirely replacing the current 

model of building the infrastructure and then 

selling off bandwidth to third parties. But 

they feel the compelling advantages to the 

Condo-Tenant model, which include reduced 

costs and speedier negotiation processes, 

mean that it should become a force to be 

reckoned with. 

At present the team have four projects under 

review: Artimon (extending from the North 

Eastern Seaboard of the US to Denmark with 

further potential branches to Iceland, Ireland, 

the UK, Netherlands and Norway) is the most 

advanced of the four projects, and is 

anticipated to be completed sometime in 

2020. 

Benguela is a cable proposed to extend from 

London to Cape Town with an array of 

branches to the countries of the West Coast 

of Africa and the Mediterranean. 

Challenger is a project planned to extend 

from Los Angeles to Valparaiso in Chile in the 

West with an eastern branch covering points 

along the east cost of Central America, up to 

the US. 

Lastly, Discovery, arguably the most 

ambitious project, would link Marseilles with 

Mumbai, with a further branch reaching 

down to Singapore. 

It will be exciting to see what kind of impact 

Zenzu make in the world of submarine 

cables. Certainly they are gaining widespread 

interest from the OTTs and telcos. If these 

four projects do come to fruition, few will be 

able to argue against the new model. The 

question then will be, how will the rest of the 

market respond?
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SEA- ME- WE 5

the lowest l atency l ink between 
europe and se asia

The SEA-ME-WE 5 
Consortium recently 
completed their 
long-distance (SMW 5) 
undersea cable which 
connects Southeast Asia 
to Western Europe via 
the Middle East with the 
lowest latency cable 
available on that route. 

And the 20,000km 
SEA-ME-WE 5 cable has 
some impressive stats to 
boast. With a capacity of 
24 Terabits per second 
on 3-fibre pairs, the 
cable?s advanced 

100Gbps technology 
enables up to 4,800 
high-definition movies 
can be downloaded per 
second. Put another way, 
this data superhighway 
provides a sevenfold 
capacity increase along 
the corridor connecting 
Southeast Asia, the 
Middle East and Western 
Europe. 

The SEA-ME-WE 5 cable, 
links 17 countries in total, 
these being: Singapore, 
Indonesia, Myanmar, 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, 
UAE, Oman, Yemen, 
Djibouti, Egypt, Italy 
before finally landing in 
Marseille, France. 

Asked what the market 

need was for this new 
cable project, Linette told 
us the rationale for the 
17 different businesses 
involved was different in 
each case. Companies 
were using the cable for a 
variety of needs from 
fulfilling domestic or 
regional market needs to 
expanding global 
coverage, to playing a 
kind of integrator role, to 
entering in to new 
markets. 

The cable system is 
based on 3 fiber pairs on 
the Singapore ? Egypt 
section and 4 fiber pairs 
on the Egypt ? Italy ? 
France sections. 

 The system is prepared 
for future upgrades by 
utilising higher rates of 
transponders. The spans 
have also been 
deliberately designed 
with shorter lengths 
which allow for ease of 
upgrading. 

Linette Lee, Chairperson for 
the Management Committee 
at SEA-ME-WE 5, gave us the 
inside story on this impressive 
new cable
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   SEA-ME-WE 5 is one of 
the first real long 
distance cables using the 
latest R-OADM 
technology, which makes 
rerouting wavelengths 
possible. This offers a 
level of flexibility to the 
members which would 
not have been possible 
with earlier systems, and 
makes the SEA-ME-WE 5 
similar to the terrestrial 
DWDM systems in many 
aspects. 

Also, since SEA-ME-WE 5 
utilizes the latest wet 
plant (fibers and optical 
amplifiers) technology, 
introducing newer 
developments on the dry 
plant (SLTE) can be 

achieved easily.  

The principal landing 
sites of the project were 
as follows: Tuas 
(Singapore), Matara (Sri 
Lanka), Yanbu (Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia), Toulon 
(France), Zafarana 
(Egypt), Abu Talat (Egypt), 
Catania (Italy). Meanwhile 
the branches landing 
sites were at Dumai 
(Indonesia), Medan 
(Indonesia), Melaka 
(Malaysia), Kuakata 
(Bangladesh), Pathein 
(Myanmar), Karachi 
(Pakistan), Kalba (UAE), 
Qalhat (Oman), Djibouti 
(Djibouti), and Hodeidah 
(Yemen). 

According to Lee, the 
landing sites were chosen 
for best connectivities to 
other cable systems, 
major POPs and to 
accommodate capacity 
demands of the landing 
countries. In particular, 
SEA-ME-WE 5 has 4 major 
POPs integrated with the 
cable landing stations: 
Marseille Interxion with 
Toulon CLS; Palermo PoP 
with Catania CLS; Global 

Switch and Equinix with 
Tuas CLS. 

Asked whether any major 
obstacles were 
encountered in delivering 
the project, Linette 
responded that certain 
difficulties were faced 
with attaining permits at 
certain landings. 
Likewise, adverse 
weather conditions 
during the monsoon 
period in the Asian region 
caused some 
complications during the 
marine installation 
phase. That said, the 
consortium, which 
worked alongside  
turnkey suppliers, ASN 
and NEC, were able to 
complete and deliver 
SEA-ME-WE 5 on 

schedule. 
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With more than 25 years of 

experience in the 

submarine cable industry, 

Linette Lee is the Director 

of Submarine Cable 

Investments Department in 

Singtel, responsible for the 

strategic planning and 

implementation of SingTel 

Group?s global submarine 

cable network 

infrastructure.

The route and landing points for  SEA-M E-W E 5



From 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
to 
Virginia
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 BRUSA, a new submarine cable 

operated by Telxius, and nearly 

11,000 km in length is currently 

being laid down to link Rio de 

Janeiro and Fortaleza in Brazil 

with Virgina Beach in the US, via 

San Juan in Puerto Rico. 

This exciting new project from 

Telxius represents their largest 

infrastructural asset investment 

in more than a decade, and is 

expected to begin operations in 

mid 2018. 

The idea for developing the 

cable has been prompted by 

surging demand not just from 

South America?s largest 

economy, where 

subsrciption-based traffic is 

moving into the Terabit categroy, 

but also in the wider Latin 

Amercia region. 

Telxius are therefore anticipating 

the need for further extension 

soon after completion of the 

initial phase of BRUSA. 

The cable will be a four fibre pair 

open system, with one omnibus 

fiber pair stopping in San Juan 

and three fiber pairs featuring 

R-OADM technology dropping 

optical bands in San Juan and 

Fortaleza. The project will also 

include a wet plant that has been 

designed to support at least 13.5 

Tbps per fiber pair, including with 

OADM units. 

Further specification details 

include a power feed system that 

will supply power to the 

submerged repeaters. This is 

designed to provide a stable D.C 

current, optimise space utlization 

within the Terminal Station, and 

provide full alarm functionality, 

with monitoring circuits and 

safety features. It will also provide 

real-time information to the 

supervisory team. 

The repeaters themselves should 

prove to be reliable over a 25 year 

time span thanks to the high 

quality 980nm pumps. They will 

also be compatible with C-OTDR 

to increase measurement 

accuracy of a fault location and 

have ultra large optimal 

bandwidth to maximise the 

system capacity. 

Unlike certain other cable projects 

(including those of Telxius) which 

land in Sao Paolo, the point of 

landing BRUSA in Rio de Janeiro is 

to give diversity of access to Brazil 

and to tap into a metropolis 

which has been growing over 

recent years into a large 

technological hub. 
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Roberto Miranda of Telxius 
fills us in on their plans to 
connect Brazil to the US via 
Puerto Rico
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In the US, meanwhile, the cable 

lands at Virginia Beach, where 

a growth in government 

infrastructural capacity is 

causing a surge in demand for 

OTT. From this landing point 

access is also given to the 

technology corridor between 

New York, Virginia and North 

Carolina. 

We asked what challenges 

Telxius have faced thus far in 

executing the project. Roberto 

responded that thanks to their 

many years of experience (20 

years, in fact) operating in the 

area, and having built a 

number of cables already such 

as the SAm-1 Cable System in 

2001, they possess a deep 

understanding of the needs of 

the region as well as a sound 

geographical knowledge. Owing 

to this they have thankfully not 

encountered any major issues in 

the deployment process thus 

far.  Fingers crossed this remains 

the case!

We look forward to hearing 

much more about this project, 

and wish Telxius success. 
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COM ING 
NEX T

At a time of rising capacity 

demand,and increased reliance of 

countries on stable international 

communications, Southern Cross 

are well aware that the ability to 

provide access to diverse and 

secure international capacity links 

is becoming ever more critical. 

Recently the company awarded the 

tender for the next fibre pair 

upgrade on their existing 3 fibre 

pair cable to connect between 

Australia and the US. This  should 

allow them to provide sufficient 

capacity to meet market demand 

until 2019-2020. 

But Southern Cross also have 

their eyes firmly fixed on the 

horizon beyond, and as such they 

are choosing to invest in a new 

project, to be known as ?Southern 

Cross NEXT?. This will be a high 

capacity express route providing 

data-centre connectivity between 

Sydney, Auckland, and Los 

Angeles. 

Given its design and route, it will 

be the lowest latency path to the 

United States by some 

considerable margin. 

Southern Cross Cable Networks are 
seeking  ultra reliability by adding a third 
cable to their two existng subsea cables 
linking Australia with the US. Anthony 
Briscoe, CEO of SCCN, gave us the 
lowdown.

THE LOWEST LATENCY PATH TO THE UNITED 
STATES BY SOME CONSIDERABLE MARGIN"

"
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haul technology; the first in the 

region to deploy 200Gbs 

technology on the network; and, 

the first to expand their 

backplane switching capability to 

15Tbs to support protected and 

restored services. 

Given the early stages of the 

project, there will undoubtedly 

be many operational headaches 

to come. Already they have faced 

ample challenges in simply trying 

to review all the options 

available and narrow down on a 

system design, route, and 

functionality that underpins the 

needs of the customer. 

Additional issues seem to crop 

up every day which require 

careful but decisive action so as 

not to slow the project down. For 

this, having a small, highly 

professional team with a strong 

Sponsor Board group that shares 

a single common vision for 

Southern Cross has helped them 

to meet these challenges as they 

occur. 

 At present Southern Cross have 

a total of 15 access points across 

the network, with 7 of them 

being on the US West Coast, 

including the key content sites at 

the Westin Building Seattle, Palo 

Alto Internet Exchange (Equinix 

SV8), CoreSite SV1 facility in San 

Jose, 1 Wilshire (CoreSite LA1) in 

Los Angeles, and Equinix LA1 

(600 West 7th) in Los Angeles, as 

well as the cable station 

locations in Morro Bay, California 

and Hillsboro, Oregon. 

Asked about the choice of 

landing points for the new project, 

Southern Cross responded that 

they are focused on servicing the 

prime content centres of the US 

West Coast, those being the 

Oregon / Washington State area, 

Southern California around San 

Jose and Silicon Valley, and Los 

Angeles. 

 Since the two existing systems 

already effectively link into the 

Oregon / Washington area, and 

Silicon Valley, it seemed an obvious 

choice to map the new route into 

Los Angeles. 

 As for any other development 

plans, Southern Cross are in 

discussions with the Pacific Islands 

of Fiji, Samoa, Kiribati and Tokelau 

on a project that would greatly 

enhance the connectivity of the 

Pacific community to the global 

internet. 

 Furthermore by 2025, or shortly 

after, plans will be in progress for 

the commencement of the NEXT2 

program, which will build a second 

route, allowing for the complete 

replacement of the existing 

Southern Cross 1 & 2 systems by 

the time they meet projected end 

of life in 2030. 

The system is being designed to 

be able to support at least 60 

Tbps with a route that is as near 

as possible to Great Circle 

Distance (subject to the 

necessary avoidance of certain 

subsea obstacles).  

Once the new cable is installed, 

Southern Cross will be able to 

cost effectively offer 3 paths 

with automated failover 

between them in the event that 

one of the paths undergoes a 

cable break. 

Even with the only dual system 

out of Australia, and one of very 

few in the world, Southern 

Cross are already able to route 

around a cable break or similar 

issue as it occurs. The addition 

of the NEXT route will offer 

customers a unique and 

unprecedented capability for 

resilience in the event of 

unforeseen physical challenges. 

But being unique is not unusual 

for Southern Cross. Southern 

Cross has always worked very 

closely with its suppliers in 

understanding and providing 

input into their development 

roadmaps, as well as trying to 

better understand how they can 

take advantage of those 

developments to offer 

enhanced service and reduced 

cost. To this end Southern Cross 

has managed a number of 

industry regional or world firsts. 

They were one of the first 

submarine cables to introduce 

Ethernet services; the first to 

utilise 100Gbs wavelength long 
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Despite the many subsea cables 

connecting Asia with the US, there 

are none which connect Hong Kong 

directly with the US. That is until 

now. 

PLDC are currently in the process of 

laying the first direct cable - the 

Pacific Light Cable Network (PLCN) -  

between these two terminals to 

offer latency which is up to 20 

miliseconds shorter than existing 

cable projects. 

Due for completion in Q4 of 2018, 

this 12,800km cable is designed 

with open cable structure and C+L 

bands technology, which consists 

of 6 fiber pairs (240x100Gbps 

wavelength per fiber pair) for a 

total system capacity of 144 Tbps. 

PLDC will take ownership of 4 of 

these fiber pairs whilst Facebook 

and Google will take ownership of 

one each. TE SubCom has been 

contracted to undertake the 

subsea operations. 

The cable will extend from 

Telecom House (TMH) in Hong 

Kong to the Equinix LA4 carrier 

neutral data center in El Segundo, 

California, where there exists 

connectivity solutions to reach 

other data centers as well as 

direct connections to Amazon 

Web Services, the Google Cloud 

Platform and other cloud service 

providers. 

The cable has been designed to 

meet the demands of various 

customers, with full, 1/2 and 1/4 

fiber pair products for strategic 

carriers and OTT customers; 100G 

wavelength and FLEX 

PACIFIC LIGHT 
CABLE 
NETWORK

Winston Qiu, Senior Vice President at 
Pacific Light Data Communications 
shares his vision for the new Pacific Light 
Cable Network (PLCN). 

An Update 
f r om PLDC



Ethernet products for carriers, 

cloud providers and IDC operators, 

and SDN-enabled on-demand and 

smart connectivity for enterprise 

customers.

Regarding upgrades, Winston 

shared that the system can be 

upgraded to 200Gbps, 400Gbps or 

even 1Tbps per wavelength in 

future. 

As the system is an open cable 

system, each co-builder can 

upgrade its own fiber pair at its 

sole discretion. So the upgrade can 

be done smoothly according to the 

demands. 

The PLCN cable system is designed 

with state-of-the-art subsea cable 

technology, for example it is the 

first subsea cable system in the 

Asia Pacific region to adopt an 

open cable structure, enabling each 

co-builder to choose their own 

terminal equipment and providers. 

It is also one of the first systems to 

incorporate C+L optical spectrum 

bands. 

Regarding extension, options are 

open to develop new branches to 

the Philippines, Taiwan, South 

Korea, Japan, or Australia, subject 

to the requirements of the  

customers and partners in the 

future 

When asked what protective 

measures were being taken, 

Winston informed us that Deep 

Water Bay was chosen as a landing 

point instead of the more 

congested Chung Kom Kok or TKO 

landing areas in Hong Kong to 

mitigate potential damage. In the 

bay the cable has also been buried 

to a depth of between 3-5 metres. 

Incorporating as it does all the 

latest technology, and with a sound 

risk-mitigation strategy, PLCN is set 

to make a deep and lasting impact 

on data transmission between Asia 

and the US over the next 25 years 

or more. 

Winston Qiu, 
Senior Vice 
President, Pacific 
Light Data 
Communications



It is always interesting to 

hear news of especially 

challenging, or 

pioneering cable projects, 

so we were certainly 

excited when we were 

given the chance to catch 

up with Jukka-Pekka 

Joensuu, Executive 

Advisor at Cinia Group Oy 

to hear about their 

exciting and ambitious 

plans for Arctic Connect, 

a new cable that will 

reach all the way from 

Frankfurt in Germany to 

Tokyo in Japan ? across 

the top of Russia! 

Part of the drive  behind 

this project is to help 

strengthen Helsinki as a 

strategic gateway 

between East and West 

and in so doing, boost 

the place of Finland as a 

major European hub for 

digital infrastructure.  

But laying cable across 

Arctic waters is no easy 

challenge, so Cinia have 

sought the advice of 

Russian firm, Polarnet, 

themselves cable 

operators with 

experience of operating 

in the region.

The design of Arctic 

Connect is 6 fibre-pairs 

with a capacity of 12 

terabits each, which, it is 

expected, could be 

upgraded over time to 

around 18 terabits.  

Once completed this 

700m USD open system 

cable will integrate with 

the existing Cinia-built 

C-Lion 1 cable that 

connects Helsinki with 

other major European 

hubs, including Frankfurt, 

London, Amsterdam and 

Paris. There are also 

plans for a possible 

further extension across 

the Atlantic to the US. 

Meanwhile in Asia, there 

are plans to link into 

Jukka-Pekka Joensuu of Cinia 
Group shares with us his 
vision for Arctic Connect, 
perhaps one of the most 
ambitious projects showcased 
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M ap showing the route of Arctic Connect

into other networks to connect with 

Singapore and the rest of SE Asia, and 

even down to Australia, making this a 

truly global cable network. 

Despite the challenges involved in 

such a project, including the difficult 

climatic conditions and the short 

windows of opportunity in which to 

work, the end result will be not just a 

diverse cable route but also much 

improved latency. Jukka-Pekka 

believes that once completed the 

cable will be able to offer a round trip 

latency figure of around 170 

milliseconds (between Frankfurt and 

Tokyo), a significant improvement on 

the estimated 250 milliseconds 

currently achieved by southern 

connecting routes. 

Given the complexity and adverse 

conditions associated with this 

project, RFS is unsurprisingly not yet 

firmly fixed. However we have been 

assured the cable will be ready 

sometime between 2020 and 2022. 

We look forward to tracking the 

progress of this great new project! 

THE CABLE WILL BE 
ABLE TO OFFER ROUND 
TRIP LATENCY OF 170 
MS, A SIGNIFICANT 
IMPROVEMENT ON THE 
250 MS CURRENTLY 
ACHIEVED 

"

"
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TH E ASC 
CABLE 

During Submarine Networks World  

2017 we caught up with Luke 

Mackinnon, Head of Vocus 

International at Vocus 

Communications who told us about 

their plans to bring additional 

connectivity into Western Australia 

from Singapore. 

Called the Australia-Singapore 

Cable (ASC for short), this 4,600Km 

system will comprise a four fiber 

pair system that will incorporate a 

minimum of 40 Tbps of total 

system capacity. 

It is projected to cost around AUSD 

$170m, and will extend from the 

STT data centre in Tai Seng, 

Singapore to the Shenton Park 

Metronode Data Centre in Perth, 

via Jakarta (landing in Anyer), and 

Christmas Island (Indian Ocean). 

The ASC is attracting interest not 

only for the enhanced connectivity 

between Australia and Singapore, 

but also because it offers improved 

diversity of connection to Australia 

(away from Sydney), which will be 

further enhanced when an 

additional spur connects into Port 

Hedland in the northern reaches of 

Western Australia. 

Diversity of supply is also attracting 

certain outsiders to this project, 

given its potential in offering an

Luke Mackinnon shares insights into the 
hotly anticipated Australia-Singapore 
Cable (ASC)

ASC....OFFERS IM PROVED 
DIVERSITY OF CONNECTION TO 
AUSTRALIA 

"
"
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 alternate link between Asia and 

North America, a link which has 

been dubbed 'The Great Southern 

Route'. 

At a time when Guam and also 

Japan are under threat from North 

Korea, the potential to link a cable 

from Asia via Australia to North 

America offers a diverse route that 

will give peace of mind (at least 

where broadband connectivity is 

concerned) and therefore has 

strong strategic merit.  

On the ASC cable route we asked 

Luke what problems in particular 

Vocus had encountered. He told us 

that apart from the regular issues 

of operating in the ?ring of fire? in 

and around Indonesia waters, a 

further complication and risk to 

bear in mind has been the ?sand 

pirates? who dredge the sea floor 

for sand and rock for land 

reclamation purposes.  

When completed, the cable is 

expected to bring significant 

improvements in diversity and 

latency. But, undoubtedly the 

biggest impact of the cable will be 

felt by the inhabitants of Christmas 

Island who, with a population of 

just a few thousand, will be able to 

receive for the first time bandwidth 

from a cable and not via satellite. 

This should radically enhance 

connectivity as well as lower 

internet cost. 

As for Australia, once landed in 

Perth and Port Headland, the ASC 

cable will integrate with the 

terrestrial Nextgen network which 

links all the major cities of 

Australia, as well as linking in the 

North West Cable System (NWCS) 

that links directly between Port 

Hedland and Darwin.

Given the huge benefits this cable 

will bring, it is great to hear that the 

project is currently running ahead 

of schedule. Originally planned to 

conclude in September 2018, the 

cable system, which is already 50% 

completed, now appears to be in 

line for a July 2018 delivery. 
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THE 
NORTH- WEST
PASSAGE
We follow Quintillion's voyage 
through the NW Passage to 
bring connectivity to Northern 
Alaska and beyond...
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If ever an internet 

subsea cable could be 

said to have a 

life-changing impact, 

then that is surely an 

appropriate way to 

describe the new cable 

from Quintillion that 

brings much needed 

connectivity to the 

remote wilds of 

northern Alaska and 

Canada.  

The people of this 

region are currently 

having to make do with 

extremely slow and 

costly connection to the 

internet which is having 

a marked effect on all 

areas of life from the 

economy, to education, 

healthcare and more.  

But it is not only the 

inhabitants of this 

region who are getting 

excited about the 

potential of this new 

cable. 

This project also marks a 

first for laying cable in 

the ice-bound waters of 

the North-West Passage, 

making it of special 

interest to any other 

operator looking to 

operate in such locations. 

Further interest is 

spurred by the ambitions 

for this cable. Ultimately 

the plan is to extend it to 

connect Asia with Europe, 

offering not just route 

diversity but ultra low 

latency.  

Connecting to two global 

financial hubs (Tokyo 

with London), shaving 

even just a few 

miliseconds off the 

latency will be of special 

interest to the high-speed 

traders who ought to feel 

duty bound to subscribe. 

This of course will help 

enormously to support 

the economic 

foundations of the 

project. 

The cable is also turning 

a few heads given the 

financial backing from 

one of the world?s richest 

men, Leonard Blavatnik, 

whose commercial 

interests include plastics, 

oil and gas, fashion, 

telecom, tech and real 

estate, not to mention a 

modest foray into the 

music world with Warner 

Music Group. 

The system, which is being 

laid by Alcatel Lucent, will 

consist of three fiber pairs 

capable of carrying 100 

wavelengths, each of which 

can support 100 

gigabits-per-second of data 

capacity. 

So far construction is 

almost completed on 

Phase 1, a 1200 mile route 

around the coastal waters 

off Alaska between Nome 

and Prudhoe Bay.  
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Additional branches 

have also already been 

laid, connecting up with 

the communities of 

Kotzebue, Point Hope, 

Wainwright and 

Utqiagvik (Barrow). 

Also a new terrestrial 

fiber between Fairbanks 

and Prudhoe Bay has 

been installed and is 

now in service. From 

Fairbanks this fiber 

connects to existing 

networks reaching 

Anchorage, Alaska, 

Portland, Oregon and 

Seattle, Washington, 

thus providing fiber link 

between the 

Continental United States 

and the North American 

Arctic. 

We asked Kristina 

Woolston, Vice President 

for External Relations at 

Quintillion, what kind of 

challenges were cropping 

up for such a unique 

project as this. 

The prime challenge, she 

told us, was the limited 

window of opportunity in 

which cable could be laid, 

which, depending on 

weather, is round about 3 

months per year. Other 

challenges include the 

need to bury much of the 

cable due to the churn 

action of icebergs that 

can scrape along the 

seabed during periods of 

melting and ice 

sheet-forming.  

No doubt by the time 

Quintillion come to Phase 

3 of the project, wherein 

they must lay cable in the 

freezing waters between 

Alaska, through the 

channels and ice flows of 

northern Canada, and 

thence to London, 

they will have gained a 

wealth of valuable 

knowledge and 

experience to oversee 

the project.  

We look forward to 

hearing much more. 
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FROM 
COAST 
TO 
COAST

Responding to ever 

increasing levels of OTT 

data traversing the 

Pacific, the New Cross 

Pacific Cable Consortium 

(NCPCC)  is developing a 

new subsea cable that 

will span more than 

13,000 km from 

Hillsboro, Oregon (U.S.A.) 

to Chongming (China 

mainland), Nanhui (China 

mainland), Lingang 

(China mainland), Busan 

(South Korea), Toucheng 

(Taiwan), and Maruyama 

(Japan). 

This cable is being 

developed with a 

consortium of partners 

including China Mobile, 

China Telecom, China 

Unicom, Chunghwa 

Telecom, KT Corporation, 

Softbank Telecom and 

Microsoft. 

For Microsoft ? which has 

a 16.67% share of the 

project - the NCP will give 

customers high 

availability access to their 

data and the most 

reliable, accessible and 

secure cloud services on 

the market. 

Although no immediate 

plans are afoot, the 

NCPCC also anticipate a 

possible future need to 

expand further with 

landing points reaching 

into the Southeast Asian 

region. 

NCPC will also be 

designed to interconnect 

with other cable systems 

in the region to maximize 

the throughput of data, 

as well as to support 

future upgrades, with the 

expectation for the 

service to launch in late 

2017. 

For the design, NCPCC 

are using a state of the 

art system optimized for 

coherent transmission 

with all positive 

dispersion, large effective 

area transmission fiber 

and high power, wide 

band repeaters.  The 

cable uses a large core 

D+ fibre, the latest 

branching unit 

technology, and the 

latest repeater 

supervisory 

management. 

NCPCC also plan to use 

the latest coherent 

transmission technology 

to achieve the highest bit 

rate possible across the 

Pacific. 

The result will be a cable 

which offers extremely 

low latency between Asia 

and the West Coast of the 

United States. 

Future proof 

upgradability will be 

ensured by the high 

performance wet plant. 

Indeed, NCPCC plan to 

upgrade the cable with 

We spoke with Bruce Lin, 
Management Committee 
Chair of the New Cross 
Pacific Cable Consortium to 
discover more about their 
latest pan-Pacific cable 
venture: The New Cross 
Pacific Cable System (NCP).
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NCP PLAN TO 
UPGRADE THE 
CABLE WITH THE 
LATEST AVAILABLE 
TECHNOLOGY TO 
ACHIEVE 50% DESIGN 
CAPACITY 
IMPROVEMENTS 
WITHIN 3 YEARS OF 
RFS

"

"

the latest available 

technology to achieve 

50% design capacity 

improvements within 

three years after RFS. 

The original design 

capacity contracted in 

2014 was 82Tbps on the 

Tran-Pacific Segment, but 

with a rapid advance in 

technology NCPCC are 

confident that capacity 

can be enhanced 

substantially. 

To manage against 

threats of external 

damage, NCPCC have 

been very proactive in 

reviewing the cable 

design and cable routing 

to mitigate challenges. 

Throughout the 

engineering, installation 

and post installation 

phases, there has been 

close coordination with, 

and input from, other 

seabed users to assist in 

routing the cable to 

minimize potential risk 

from external aggression.

During installation 

NCPCC have undertaken 

precautions with the use 

of appropriate burial 

tools such as the EB3 

plough to ensure that the 

cable can be positioned 

safely and securely. In the 

post installation phase 

there has also been 

ongoing liaison with 

fisheries and authorities 

to minimize the risk of 

external aggression over 

the life of the cable 

system.  

Asked why the particular 

landing locations had 

been chosen, NCPCC 

informed us these sights 

offered a balance of 

being located close by to 

large urban centres as 

well as being relatively 

straight forward to attain 

the permits for. 

That is not to say 

permitting has not been 

a challenge for NCPCC, 

however. Securing 

governmental, regulatory 

permits, and approval 

permits has presented an 

enduring difficulty to 

getting this subsea cable 

project in motion. As 

NCPCC has learnt, cable 

routing in an increasingly 

congested corridor 

requires multiple rounds 

of consultation and 

approvals from involved 

authorities, as well as 

other interested parties, 

such as fishermen 

unions. The keys to 

effectively managing this 

challenge includes early 

mitigation planning and  

frequent local 

communication. 

The cable will extend all the way across the Pacific to terminate in Oregon, US. Seen above.



CONNECTING
2 BILLION  PEOPLE

IOX Cable is the exciting new cable 

project that promises to bring  

reliable and high-capacity 

communication link to connect 

Southern Africa with South Asia via 

Maritius, where IOX is based. 

Whilst terrestrial links do exist 

between the two continents,  home 

to more than 2 billion people, it has 

been many years since the last 

subsea cable was laid down, and 

new infrastructural development is 

badly needed. 

The solution comes in the shape of 

an 18,000 km 4 Fiber pair-designed 

cable that will offer a capcity of up 

to 54 Tbps, to ensure it delivers 

ultra fast, uninterrupted 

connectivity. The IOX Cable System 

will integrate ASN?s latest 

innovations in subsea 

communications, including the 

1620 SOFTNODE and ROADM 

branching unit offering dynamic 

features for enhanced system 

resilience as well as utilizing ASN?s 

highly reliable submarine 

repeaters, all managed by its 

end-to-end submarine network 

management system. 

The cable will connect East London 

(South Africa) with Rodrigues Island 

and Le Reunion (Mauritius) and 

Puducherry (India). 

Asked about the reasoning behind 

locating at these landing points, 

IOX told us East London was 

favoured since the South African 

Government is promoting the area 

as an industrial development zone. 

Currently, there is no existing 

submarine cable landing in East 

London. Most submarine cables 

land in Mtunzini and Cape Town.  

IOX are planning a much needed direct 
link between Africa and Asia, via their 
home islands of Mauritius and 
Rodrigues. 
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So an additional cable arriving into East 

London will provide a diverse path to reach 

all major data centers and landing stations in 

South Africa. 

Rodrigues was chosen as a landing 

destination since at present the island has no 

submarine cable connectivity. Currently this 

small island, with a population of no more 

than 40,000, is soley reliant on internet 

access from satellite. However, due to the 

limited bandwidth offered, citizens are 

finding themselves having to log on at 

midnight or later due to the bulk of 

bandwidth being taken up by business 

activity during the day. 

Lastly, Puducherry in India was identified as a 

strategic location due to the fact that this city 

is positioned at the end of a corridor of 

hi-tech businesses which have taken up 

residence between here and Chennai to the 

north. With plans now afoot now to convert 

Puducherry into a smart city, it makes a 

sensible landing location and offers diversity 

away from the bulk of cables which currently 

feed into Chennai. Installation of the new 

cable is anticipated to bring much needed 

impetus to expanding opportunities in the 

fields of Education, E-Commerce, Governance 

and Entrepreneurship.

The IOX cable is due for completion in April 

2019 after which Phase of 2 project will come 

into play, where a second cable will 

northwards from Maritius towards the 

Seychelles, Kenya and onwards towards 

Egypt and thence to Europe.  
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